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Jan Coutts is a New Zealander who moved to London to study art. She 
attended Camden Art School, St Martin’s College and the Royal College of 
Art, graduating in 1994.

She has exhibited extensively since 1993 in London, Amsterdam, Glasgow 
and New York.

She has produced many works and a variety of commissions including 
stunning animal drawings for the Border Control Office at the Ngoro Ngoro 
Crater in Tanzania, an interior for Joseph in Chelsea and two 640 ft long 
images spanning the Thames at Hungerford Bridge.

“My works tries to capture explosions or brief glimpses of wild animal life.”

Jan uses various media including multiple glazes, gold, silver leaf, Van Dyke crystals, water and 
oil paints and even the earth of Africa.

“We are privileged if we can witness a moment of the chase without interfering 
or killing. Film captures these moments, it can speed them up, slow them down, 
stop them dead; the still camera seizes the split second and saves it forever. 
They record nature, they unveil mystery, they dissect movement, they stop 
time and they diffuse awe. In Jan’s paintings the beasts have not been tamed, 
they retain their dignity and their mystery, they are not hunted, nature is still 
operating and there is no final outcome. The tension between the materials 
used on these canvases works to compliment the movement of the subjects.”

Viv Levy, MA RCA

Front Cover   “On Watch”   59 x 39 inches   Oil on Canvas
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“Herd Kicking up The Karatu Dust”    48 x 32 inches    Oil on Canvas

“These zebra were passing through the fertile iron rich plains of Karatu and I brought
back some of the dust from these plains to add to this composition and to others.”

Jan Coutts
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“Olduvai Gorge - Wildebeest/Gnu”    48 x 32 inches    Oil on Canvas

“The beasts in these paintings are as elusive on canvas as they are in their natural habitat.
They reveal and camouflage themselves through patterns in the mists and shadows in the
sun, they hunt and flee beneath layers of texture...their landscapes are cracked by layers of
oil paint, glazes and resin as if they had been literally baked by the African sun.”

Viv Levy, MA RCA
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“Karatu Mother & Foal”    33.5 x 45 inches    Oil on Canvas with Karatu Earth

This is a study of a mother and foal who were nestling together on the Karatu 
Plains, a fertile, iron rich earth near to the Ngoro Ngoro Crater in Tanzania.
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“Relaxed Mum, Anxious Cub”    50 x 40 inches    Oil on Canvas

This canvas was painted following a visit to the Okonjima Park in Namibia.
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“Playful Wet Season”    36 x 16 inches    Oil on Canvas

“The unique achievement of Jan Coutt’s images of Africa is to go 
far beyond recording the grazing zebra or the sprinting cheetah.” 

AJ Tipping
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“Brothers, Early Morning Serengeti”    81 x 32 inches (triptych)    Oil on Canvas

The cheetah paintings in this catalogue were inspired by these majestic 
cats hunting and frolicking on the plains of the Serengeti in Tanzania.
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“Brothers Sprinting by the Acacias”    70 x 45 inches    Oil on Canvas

“It was her first visit to Tanzania’s Serengeti which made the deepest impression. 
Here was a place that spoke of time infinitely extended: a landscape in a state 
of continuous ossification. Against the silent metronome of evaporation, cracking, 
blistering, and whitening - the animal appeared as spectral flurries of speed and 
shimmering elegance, occasional explosions of life at its most intense were taking place.” 

AJ Tipping
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“Following Mum (Wet Season Trip)”    87 x 32 inches    Oil on Canvas

Here are two Serengeti cheetahs. The mother is teaching her cub to hunt during an electric storm.
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“Cope Buffalo at Lake Manyara”    42 x 24 inches    Oil on Canvas

“I spotted these water buffalo quietly relaxing at dusk in the shallows of Lake Manyara,which is in 
the Natron-Manyara-Balangida branch of the East African Rift in the Manyara Region in Tanzania.”

Lake Manyara was said, by Ernest Hemingway, to be the “loveliest lake in Africa”

Jan Coutts
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“Kicking up Dust”    16 x 20 inches    Oil on Canvas with Karatu Earth

Just before rolling into a bath of dust, this zebra was spotted kicking up the earth on the Karatu plains.
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“Kopjes - Cheetah in the Rain”    27 x 63 inches    Oil on Canvas

“In these elegant paintings the traces of the artist as tracker stand 
beside the footprints of the animals she observes; hunter and hunted, 
the observer and the observed, live beneath the same corrosive sun.” 

AJ Tipping
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‘‘Reflections by the Waterhole”    75 x 40 inches    Oil on Canvas

In Tanzania’s setting sun, this zebra was standing in the shallows of the shores of Lake N’Dutu.
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